Comparing Financial Personalities
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You and the Other Financial Personalities
Financial personalities sharing similar traits are very comfortable around each other and reinforce each
other’s good or bad behaviors. Other financial personalities possess opposing traits, which can lead to
conflict or bring out the best in each other.
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Adventurers seek out the new and different in life
and finance while Guardians value the consistent and
reliable. But, while vastly different, with balance, they
can make a great pair — both pushing each other out
of their comfort zones.

Predictable is how to describe these 2. Guardians
love routines and Ambassadors find joy in making
others happy, so you’ll usually find them at the same
place they were this time last week, which can get
them stuck in a rut. But by mixing things up now and
again, they make a great pairing.

Architects and their plans combined with Guardians
and their consistency aren’t what you’d describe
as impulsive. They think through every decision,
sometimes to a fault — missing opportunities for new
experiences because it’s outside the wheelhouse.

Guardians’ adherence to their processes and
Contrarians’ distrust of trends make them seem like
total opposites, but when given a problem they both
approach it with a tactical focus. Together they push
each other to try new strategies while not brushing
off the tried-and-true methods.
Guardians’ love of consistency contrasts with Free
Spirits’ more devil-may-care attitude. While this can
cause tension, it also can push each of them to real
personal growth — Guardians can explore new
experiences and Free Spirits can find deeper focus in
their lives.
Predictable is how you describe Guardians together.
Their lives are routine, which can drive others mad,
but it’s exactly what they want. Though when issues
or change — financial or personal — arise, they have
trouble adjusting to the new normal as quickly as
other pairings.
Guardians’ ability to break down problems combined
with Oases’ focus on solving 1 problem at a time
makes this a great pairing for solving problems.
They do tend to focus only on short-term wants, but
by pulling their heads up, they’ll avoid financial and
relationship issues.
Guardians have an intense focus for everything they
do, while Rocks’ relaxed approach can stress out a
Guardian now and again. But when together, they can
overcome their competing styles with compromise
and consistent pre-planning because both of them
enjoy a good plan.
While Guardians are paragons of focus, Sparks can
get distracted the minute anything goes slightly awry.
But as long as they’re on the same page about their
different styles, they can push each other to be better
— Guardians calm Sparks and Sparks encourage
Guardians to be more imaginative.
Guardians patiently keep things close while
Storytellers are all about impulse and outward
expression. But these differences don’t mean they
can’t thrive together. With life or finances, they
can find a harmonious balance by communicating
effectively with each other.

